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Ohaidare!
Welcome to the first issue of the Provocateur, Carrboro's hot
new zine of radical thought and art. In this issue, we rethink
posthumanism, review powerful designer drugs, and learn
what the people of Ctown have on their minds.
Share and enjoy  it's in the public domain!

-The editors

"3Methoxyphencyclidine (3MeO
PCP) is a dissociative anesthetic
drug with hallucinogenic and
sedative effects that has been sold
as a research chemical. It is
around the same potency as
phencyclidine, but has slightly
different effects due to its altered

binding profile at various targets, particularly being somewhat more potent as an NMDA
antagonist while having around the same potency as a dopamine reuptake inhibitor."
(Wikipedia)

"... in our society, there seems a general rule that, the more obviously one’s work benefits
other people, the less one is likely to be paid for it. Again, an objective measure is hard to
find, but one easy way to get a sense is to ask: what would happen were this entire class of
people to simply disappear? Say what you like about nurses, garbage collectors, or
mechanics, it’s obvious that were they to vanish in a puff of smoke, the results would be
immediate and catastrophic. A world without teachers or dockworkers would soon be in
trouble, and even one without science fiction writers or ska musicians would clearly be a
lesser place. It’s not entirely clear how humanity would suffer were all private equity CEOs,
lobbyists, PR researchers, actuaries, telemarketers, bailiffs or legal consultants to similarly
vanish. (Many
suspect it might
markedly improve.)
Yet apart from a
handful of welltouted
exceptions (doctors),
the rule holds
surprisingly well."
(David Graeber,
Strike Magazine.
Image source:
Counter Cartography
Collective.)

Organize with Student Action with Workers!
Tuesdays, 6PM, 3rd floor of Murphey Hall
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1. E.g., Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom, by Cory Doctrow
2. E.g., Metamorphosis of Prime Intellect, by Roger Williams
3. Dancho Danche. "Inside India's CAPTCHA Solving Economy. Zdnet.com, 29
August 2008.
4. "Here's to eight great years." Youtube-global.blogspot.com, 19 May
2013
5. Randal Munroe. "Updating a Printed Wikipedia". What-if.xkcd.com

The Singularity: that glorious day when computational power hits an asymptote and forever changes

human relations. Will we upload our consciousness to a virtual reality, constructed such that want, illness, and even

death are eliminated ab initio?1 Will the computer evert, turn inside out and become a semi-mechanistic deity built

into the fabric of spacetime, regulating away coercion?2

I argue that the singularity may well have happened already, and that in any case post-singularity world could

probably look very much like today’s world, only more so. Nonetheless, a cybernetic viewpoint on social order is an

optimistic one for the prospects of technology as a vehicle of social change.

A shoplifter strolls through a department store, acting casual while she scans lines of sight. Partly she

tries to stay out of sight of the other shoppers and the employees in the meat department, but her real predator is

above. The ceiling above is a webwork of closed circuit cameras, pointing in all directions. If she takes the unmarked

door beyond the men and womens’ bathrooms, she’ll be face to face with the guard, guards maybe, monitoring a

wall of televisions, viewing the whole mall simultaneously from countless angles.

The job of these guards is to function as the nervous system of an enormous security insect which peers out at the

world through the fractured compound eyes of a thousand closed circuit cameras. The information these sensors

gather is pumped via electrical wire and television phosphor into a biological neural network, which does the

computational heavy lifting involved in analyzing and interpreting the visual information. The philosophical

questions of whether and how a machine can generate qualia become moot, because the machine employs human

brains as biochemical graphics cards.

This is not a hyperbole; this is how Captchas are broken to circumvent spam filters. A Captcha is a piece of text or an

audio clip which has been garbled beyond easy machine recognition, but not beyond human recognition. It has

proven cost effective, lucrative even, to assemble large arrays of human beings behind cheap computers, paid Third

World wages to crack one Captcha after another in the service of the spambots.3

The Singularity Has Come
(and we were left behind)

Mayko Sandstorm

"I've seen water catch on fire twice. Once was from fracking and once was in Free Willy III.Neither one was a good scene."

Letters to the Editor
so let me get this straight mr pwner...you are advocating for a scientific theory that has already
demonstrated that the current models are seriously flawed as to their conclusions about human
forcing climate change, and like to use gravity as a theory that can not be proved, only
observed, so therefore verifiable under common sense, and yet you advocate also for a political
theory of anarchy to which there is no model ever created that has ever worked or been verified
to have ever had a positive outcome....and I'm the noob????? What fucking rock did you ooze
out from??? By your own admission you joke at my caveman attitude about the "science" you
purport to have discovered, and yet support a political system that has never worked and never
will and yet benefit from exactly the opposite of what you despise in the rule of law and limited
government....but also side with the progressives that want to control everyone's lives according
to their own ideals, but you are an anarchist, right??? Dude you aren't an anarchist, you are a
fucking retarded sociopath. You're as inconsistent as your scientific models at predicting global
warming...HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH....pwnin? what the hell does that even mean?
You invent a word without enough vowels to express what you hope is reflecting a superior
argument???? Keep up the good work Charlie, just please don't procreate and pass your
moronic gene pool on to the rest of the earth....if you do, send them to the anarchist states out
there where government doesn't exist, that'd be greeeeaat!

Michael Herzog,
Facebook Troll

"[Regarding the drug 3methoxyphencyclidine] I find it hard to focus on one thing. The ability to
multitask is decreased, not gone just harder. Kinda felt like everything is very distant, like if you
had earplugs in and you were farsighted I guess. I don't know. It's like being in a... have you
ever been a sound dampened room, you know that feeling that nothing is vibrating? I'm pretty
sure its true of MXE [methoxetamine] and 3Meo[pcp] both but the sounds of fans and motors far
away, you can pick that out, the air conditioner running, the microwave, anything mechanical,
you can pick that out you know? All these are hard to recall because extreme disassociation
makes it hard to have good sober memories of them. They are both very muddling drugs.
I went to a Space Ghost Perp concert on it and did MXE there, whch made me focus on people
on stage but not people around me, or people around me but not the people on stage. Like I
said, multitasking was hard.
Anonymous

Got something to say? Email us at

TheCarrboroProvocateur@gmail.com
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Six thousand minutes of video are uploaded to YouTube for each minute of real life.4 Wikipedia is a

veritable library of information, continuously updated at such a rate that it would take six printers working

nonstop, chewing through a thousand dollars worth of paper and five figures worth of printer cartridges daily in

order to keep up with all the edits.5 The electrical cortex of the information superhighway consumes enough

power to be a significant greenhouse gas emitter.6 Human brains are so jacked into this network that laws have

been passed against texting and driving.

It is perhaps not surprising that the singularity could be a moment of integration rather than transcendence. The

fusion of lineages is a powerful and ancient evolutionary force, responsible for the chloroplast and the

mitochondrion, and maybe even the evolution of land plants.7

Does technological integration represent an evolutionary force for human beings and the planet? Some might

argue that the electrical cortex, the superstrate connecting and organizing the biological corticies, is not alive in

any traditional sense, and that its integration can not be considered ‘true’ evolution. However, viruses are also not

alive in the traditional sense, yet they are a powerful evolutionary force. Viral technology has been repurposed in

mammals, for example, where a modified envelope protein from an ancient viral infection has been remixed into

an important signal in placental formation.8

Future human speciation events could be caused by a number of things. An obvious candidate is space travel,

where populations separated by interplanetary or interstellar distances become genetically isolated and diverge.

Other possibilities are niche separation (as with the Morlocks and the Eloi in H. G. Wells’ The Time Machine) and

genetic engineering. I believe that the somatic integration of technology has the power to provoke a speciation

event in humans. Already there are people who forsake technical innovation. This effect is partly generational, but

surely not entirely so. Even if mainstream culture normalizes it, populations like the Amish, outside of cultural

and technical mainstream will likely still exist. Structural inequality may also limit access to technology. Perhaps

the key selector will be personal, though. With computers growing smaller and interfaces more intimate, it seems

that biological integration of technology will soon involve body modification.

Body modification is controversial, from Old Testament injunctions against it9 to recent attempts to ban it at a

6. Juliet Eilperin. "Data centers in Va. and elsewhere have major
carbon footprint, report says." Artcles.washingtonpost.com, 17 April
2012.
7. Pirozynski, & Malloch. (1975). The Origin of Land Plants: a matter
of mycotrophism. Bio Systems, 6.
8. Mi, S. et al. (2000). Syncytin is a captive retroviral envelope
protein involved in human placental morphogenesis. Nature 403, 785–789.
9. "Ye shall not make any cuttings in your flesh for the dead, nor
print any marks upon you..." Leviticus 19:28

If it's hawt analysis you crave...

... check out http://is.gd/topoc

The Snooze
24 August 2013: NSA spooks have a bad habit of using their vast surveillance network to spy
on their romantic interests. It's so widespread that it has a catchy nickname: LOVEINT.
Creepers gonna creep, I guess. (BoingBoing)
28 August 2013: In rememberance of the 50th anniversary of Martin Luther King Jr's 'I Have a
Dream' speech, several hundred people gathered at the Chapel Hill post office. The crowd
spilled into the street, and the police closed off a
lane of traffic in order to accomodate them. The
crowd cheered as speakers criticized the
conservative state legislature and its recent attacks
on voting rights, education, and access to abortion
services. (N&O, DTH).
29 August 2013: Fast food workers go on strike in
Raleigh, Durham, Greensboro, and Charlotte,
joining dozens of other cities across the country in
an SEIU-organized action for higher wages.
(Google News)
1 September 2013: "For at least six years, law enforcement officials working on a
counternarcotics program have had routine access, using subpoenas, to an enormous AT&T
database that contains the records of decades of Americans’ phone calls — parallel to but
covering a far longer time than the National Security Agency’s hotly disputed collection of
phone call logs." (NYT)
4 September 2013: An existing law could force landowners to allow fracking on their land if
neighboring tracts of land have consented to drilling. A state study group endorsed this tactic,
(Indy)
6 September 2013: Several dozen anarchists and other radicals held a "March Against Bullshit "
on UNC-CH campus, voicing generalized grievances and protesting systemic injustice. Some
threw toilet paper at the campus Civil War memorial, citing the university's love affair with white
supremacy
8 September 2013: Police gunned down a 107-year-old man in Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
Negotiations with the armed elder had failed. Details of the shooting are murky. (CNN)
8 September 2013: Not only did the NSA intercept emails and telephone calls of the president
of Brasil, they spied on that country's state-owned oil company, for 'economic reasons'. The
NSA denies it is involved in industrial espionage. (Bloomberg)

ON STRIKE FOR HIGHER WAGES IN
DURHAM, NC  photo Dante S.
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state level10 And responses to it are often quite guttural, with some enthusiastic at the idea of major alterations to

their faces, while others consider a small, inconspicuous tattoo to be a mutilation. If future of biotechnical fusion

involves the implantation of microchips and the like, many may embrace it while others shun it. The sudden influx

of plasticity offered by the integration would send a subset of humans down a completely different evolutionary

trajectory. It is important to remember that the unmodified will not be throwbacks or old-fashioned; they will

merely be on a different trajectory, still changing, mutating, and evolving. All life is equally highly evolved.

No neuron is aware of the mind it participates in; should it be surprising that individual human minds

could be largely unaware of the metamind in which they participate?11

If there is no Great Upload, what would a singularity of this sort imply for human society? Like most technology, it is

at best a vehicle of social change, not a technical fix to structural violence. Each individual may only participate in a

slice of the metamind, but it is nonetheless the aggregate of human agency. As such, the structure of human

society determines the structure of the metamind. What shape the singularity takes is our choice.

10. "Senate passes bill that bans certain tattoos, body markings."
Inquisitr.com 20 August 2013.
11. SCP-1442. The SCP Foundation. SCP-wiki.net

For Nietzsche

(Matt Klinestiver)

Eternal recurrence's novice observers,
are inducted into hallowed halls of fame.
An everlasting fall,
its denizens enthralled, and
indelibly dwelling on summertime's shame.

Make them then vessels
for the wrath of the Gods!
Let the rage of Achilles
inhabit their blood!
'Till convulsing, their pulses,
are quickened by pride
Ennobled by measures both
true and welltried.

In Athens, or Aspen,
policing all passions,
they trek outside
the trembling city walls.
To die for the past,
or just for a flag,
deploring sweet reason's
temperate calls.

Does action breed passion
or is it the inverse?
In verse, we're apt to
side with the latter.
As we rally our forces,
on rhetorical horses,
the flattering letter,
flattening matter.

<===UntitledLynSoeder
iconoclasts who want to give it a go on their own with their friends,

creating their own new traditions as they go? Will they be punished by

the law? This said, higher doses of substances like ayahuasca or

mushrooms are no fucking joke, and it can be very helpful to have

ritual specialists around who know how to guide people through

psychedelic states safely. I know this from experience.



9 8 511 September 1973: democratically elected socialist president of Chile
overthrown in a military coup. Thousands tortured and murdered.

A Few Words on Psychedelic Anthropology

Grant Florian

There are several groups doing ayahuasca somewhat secretively in North

Carolina, but to my knowledge it isn't illegal (or it's a grey area).

Anthropology in the US has totally dropped the ball when it comes to

studying such things due to the fact that those in academic power are

afraid to delve into psychedelics. This likely goes back to Timothy

Leary and Carlos Castaneda, and both of those guys seem to have done

some stupid stuff, but it doesn't mean psychedelics should be ignored.

Further, it's a shame that at this point cultural anthropologists are

totally ignoring the work of Rick Strassman. They seem to (I think)

be scared that mystical experience is pretty much hardwired into our

bodies whether we like it or not, and whenever I bring up the

possibility of actually measuring DMT levels in populations which

enter trance (Voodoo practitioners, indigenous people who practice

trance dancing or self mutilation, meditators, etc.) they get really

uncomfortable. They frame it as if I were some sort of Victorian

scientist trying to forcefully go around and measure people's skulls

without their consent. And, this likely has to do with the current

political climate among American Indians. People have been getting

downright secretive about shamanism, and many don't want to talk to

anthropologists about anything. But, what if they hold knowledge that

could affect the entire human race? In any case, Brazilian magicians

are totally on board with being measured and studied by scientists.

They're actually very enthusiastic about it, and I can talk about

that. In essence, psychedelics are in our bodies whether the powers

that be like that or not, and though they may try to restrict access

to states of union with a sense of connection to what I might call,

for lack of a more precise term, the divine, the capacity to enter

these states doesn't disappear. And, though they may try to portray

the use of hallucinogens as banal, childish, or destructive, it

doesn't mean that some people won't use this stuff in a wholly

constructive way. Brazil proves this, and it seems like the US is

following suit. However, we're now at this odd phase in which a few

psychedelic religions are legal, but what about the renegades, the

#ICYMI
Crush Texas, 1896. As a publicity stunt on behalf of the Katy
Railroad, William G. Crush staged a headon collision between
two trains. Unexpectedly, both boilers exploded, sending debris
hundreds of feet into the air. It then rained down upon the
assembled crowd of 40,000 spectators, killing 2 or 3 and
injuring several. The railroad had reduced fare as an incentive
to attend. Crush was fired, but rehired a day later.
(Wikipedia:Crush,Texas)
Wilmington North Carolina, 1898. White citizens, "resenting
African Americans’ involvement in local government and
incensed by an editorial in an African American newspaper
accusing white women of loose sexual behavior, rioted and
killed dozens of blacks. In the fury’s wake, white supremacists
overthrew the city government, expelling black and white office
holders, and instituted restrictions to prevent blacks from
voting." (Wikipedia:Racial Segregation in the United States)
Chemical weapons stockpiles discovered...

...in the United States

Source: Kentucky.gov
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In a rare moment of accidental wisdom, the

U.S. Supreme Court declared in 1967, “The
college classroom, with it surrounding environs,
is peculiarly the marketplace of ideas.” Perhaps
no better phrase can be found to characterize the
social malaise, passive nihilism, and active
relativism with which ideas are “debated” on
campus at UNC. Here, ideas are not just
exchanged as generic commodities, but
specifically bought and sold with all the import,
value, and meaning of gas station candy bars.
“You like Baby Ruths more than Snickers? OK,
OK, that’s fine, but why get so worked up about it?
It’s only a candy bar!”

Every aspect of this marketplace allusion, or
should I say, illusion, is implied in the economic
analogy: an isolation from the real physical world
of violently conflicting social forces, a consequent
lack of moral or ethical urgency, a pretense of
equality in the mass media distribution of and
financial investment in the ideas themselves, and
an ahistorical understanding of the social and
political contexts that give rise to them.

Somewhere in this silly “environ,” the concept
of free speech emerges, pathetically attempting to
assert itself in a world where no student really
cares and no student group is particularly willing
to /risk/ anything: to extend itself beyond the
safety and comfort of the teachin or the permitted
Pit demo in order to turn their ideas into reality.
And here again the marketplace of ideas is just
like any other marketplace: a house of cards built
on faith and rhetoric, waiting to be either

dismantled or transformed into its more
overtly fascist counterpart, as soon as a truly
active opposition emerges.

An exchange of ideas which occurs with
no underlying threat that those ideas might
become reality, with no possibility of action,
is a /meaningless exchange/. This is why
every year student groups face almost
complete turnover, why service clubs are
more popular than “activism,” why the
apolitical always seems to triumph over the
potential for transforming the University into
a place that could actually challenge our
social conditions.
(from War by other means: A trip

through the marketplace of ideas

on UNC campus)
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Minus The Angel  Mark Pieterson
Dear Rick Santorum, I am somewhat perturbed by your record regarding climate policy. You seem
to think that climate science should be 'proven' before we act upon it  but very little in science is
'proven' in any strict sense of the word. Gravity is unproven, but I hope you wouldn't jump off of a
tall building and expect miraculous intervention on your behalf. In fact, I seem to remember the
Late Great JC rebuking Satan for suggesting to do so.
And yet, if you keep this silly attitude up  that human activity can not harm our environment  and if youbecome president and make decisions based on that belief  you will be doing worse than that. It is one thingto throw yourself from a tall tower and expect miraculous intervention; it is quite another to grab someoneelse's wrist and bring them with you.




